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FiNe detailS ... quality joinery and carpentry and detailed design, including plans for each and every window, enhance the appeal of this spacious remodelled Queenslander. 

Tania is of the firm opinion that it was not worth keeping the
original entry – for the sake of posterity – if it did not allow for
a natural flow of traffic into and through the home.
She is also of the belief that “you should never underestimate
the value of views from inside to the garden”. That is why,
rather than using french doors, Tania had full-height doublehung windows installed wherever possible.
“I believe that you should seize every opportunity to see the
outside coming in, after all that is what Queensland architecture
is about,” says Tania.
It’s also about being practical. With our climate and lifestyle,
there are some obvious design strategies that, while they may
seem conservative, actually work. For instance, Tania allowed
for wide verandas and more of them.
“Verandas pull the heat off the main building,” Tania explains,
and for the owner, they are some of the most used spaces in
the home.
“Hopper windows over the doors at a high level are also the
sensible solution for drawing rising hot air out of a room,” says
Tania, pointing out those used in the formal lounge room.
There are some 32 windows throughout the house, a mixture
of standard size and full-height double hung. None of these
windows are restored from the original house. Like most of the

well-worn cottage, including the veranda and interior VJ walls,
they were too structurally unsound to be salvaged.
Tania had documentation drawn up for each individual
window and door in the home to ensure they were placed
correctly in relation to the scale and proportion of the whole
structure. Tania is adamant that only this level of detail could
have achieved the end product that the owners now enjoy
and appreciate: classic and detailed design with quality joinery
and carpentry.
Having seen many restored Queenslanders, the owner was
mindful of the slick remodelling that can belie a lack of care
when it comes to finer details.
“A house can appear lovely at first inspection but when
you look closer you just know that things have not been done
properly,” he says.
With builder Ian Wilson turning Tania’s plans into reality,
the owner’s dreams for the house were in safe hands. In 2007,
Ian Wilson won the 2007 Master Builders Brisbane Housing
& Construction Award in the Home Renovation/Remodelling
Project category for this Chelmer classic.
architect // tania J. coward, ph: 3892 3449
builder // ian wilson builder, ph: 3823 3999
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Hidden within this grand Chelmer house is a skeleton. For
what was a two-bedroom, one-bathroom cottage is now an
unrecognisable version of its former self with four bedrooms,
two home offices and several living areas over two levels.
The new footprint is almost three times that of the original
but, surprisingly, the house sits comfortably on the 1138sq m
block. Indeed, the property inhabits the space with a street
appeal more in tune with the neighbourhood of similarly sized
homes and distinctive architectural style.
Architect Tania Coward found that by raising the original
structure by just over a metre and moving it 4.5m to the
south of the block she could incorporate the required layout
while still retaining the structural proportions of this grander
style of home.
One of the major results of using so much of the north-east
side of the block is that the formal entry to the home had to be
changed. It now sits more to the centre of the facade and the old
entry was filled with a window.
“I had to change the focus of the entry but I didn’t want it
to be glaringly obvious as to where the original entry was,”
Tania says. “Much thought and planning went into how the
new entry would work because it dictates the circulation inside
the house.”
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Stressless living
®

- its all about comfort
Unique functional features and clever
accessories bring to life the concept
behind Stressless®. And that’s what
sets our recliners apart from any other.
Because as they are specifically designed
to increase your feeling of wellbeing
from top to toe, that’s what they do.
With more than 31 styles, with a choice
of up to three sizes, you’re sure to
find the one that fits you perfectly. It
makes all the difference and is the ideal
introduction to Stressless® living.
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Homemakers City Nth
650 Wickham Street,
FORTITUDE VALLEY
Ph: 3216 1990
www.globeinteriors.com.au

118 Bundall Road,
BUNDALL
Ph: 5531 7084

Designed for Living
FOR A COMPLETE RANGE OF:
• Durable ABS & Aluminium Shutters
• Plantation Timber Shutters
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For a Free in Home Measure and Quote call:

1300 722 074
Servicing Brisbane,Toowoomba, Gold Coast & Sunshine Coast Areas

Call for a designer to visit your home

1300 553 205 or 3252 4227
200 Abbotsford Road, Bowen Hills

Showroom open 9am - 5pm Mon - Fri / 9am - 1pm Sat

www.organisedinteriors.com.au
beautiful rugs deserve the best care

25YR

WARRANTY
Conditions Apply

www.rugwashqueensland.com.au

immaculate handwashing

for lustre, softness and brightness
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY

3375 9896

The Ultimate Australian Made Shutter
THERMALITE SHUTTERS
Décor Blinds manufacture Thermalite shutters which are the most advanced shutters in
Australia today. Many companies advertise and sell shutters but they do not manufacture them.
So please gather all the facts before you make any investment.
Thermalite is ideal for both internal and external applications. Thermalite is flame retardant and
insulates up to three times better than timber and has serious sound proofing qualities perfect
for Australian conditions.
Simply put, Thermalite represents the finest material possible for shutters for your home, this is
why Thermalite has a 25yr warranty. Contact us today for all your window coverings ask about
our Roller blinds, Roman blinds and Venetian blinds – they are all made here in Australia.
We have qualified Interior Designers in our showroom to assist at no charge to you Monday to
Saturday.

PHONE 3852 6944

Brisbane Showroom
Shop 4, 46 James Street, Fortitude Valley
www.decorblinds.com.au
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For FREE Quotations
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